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4 Tips for Composting Fall Leaves
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A yard of fallen leaves may seem
like a mess. But hidden in all that
decomposing foliage is the perfect
organic matter for a great pile of
compost.
1. Big or Small? The size of a leaf
pile can make a big difference in
how fast leaves decompose. Keeping each pile around 3 feet by 3
feet by 3 feet will provide enough
material for a healthy compost
without the pile being too large for
its own good or too small to maintain heat. The best place to site a
pile is in a shaded area with good
air flow and decent cover. If you
have a lot of leaves to compost,
simply make additional piles and
add new leaves as they fall.
2. Enriching Your Pile Composting leaves in fall is especially easy,
as there is a mix of fresh and dying
material to balance the nutrient
content. Many composting guides
say to add lawn fertilizer to a compost pile to help balance the high
amount of carbon present in the
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decomposing leaves with nitrogen.
Instead, you can achieve this balance by simply adding freshly fallen
leaves to a pile of older ones in
equal layers. You can also add fresh
material like food waste, grass clippings, and branches to supplement
the dead leaves as needed. If possible, try to use equal parts fresh and
dead material. So, avoid the fertilizer and put old clippings and food
waste to use along with the leaves.
But note that you shouldn't add
animal products to the pile, and
this includes grease, bones, and
meat. These items will attract pests,
and they take much longer to decompose. Also, never add plants
that have been sprayed with weed
killers.
3. Enclosing Your Pile Creating a
proper enclosure for your pile of
leaves isn't strictly necessary, but it
can help to expedite decomposition, maintain heat, provide protection from the elements, and promote a healthy compost. You can
buy an enclosure or make a simple

box frame out of wood. At the
very least, putting a tarp over the
pile can be a quick fix for the
compost. Just make sure to air it
out.
4. Maintaining Your Pile
Proper maintenance of the leaf
pile will ensure that it progresses
into a great pile of compost. The
pile should be moist but not
soaked, and warm but not hot. So,
add water or provide shade if necessary. Turn the pile to aerate it
and mix it occasionally to encourage all parts to decompose. After
a few week, once the pile starts to
really break down, add less fresh
material to allow it to finish its
cycle.
Even during the depths of winter,
the center of a compost pile can
remain warm and active if properly maintained. And with proper
care, the compost should be ready
by late spring.
Source: sierraclub.org/sierra/2013-5september-october/green-life/4-tipscomposting-fall-leaves

Remember, Fall Cleaning = Fall Donating
Do you keep clothing in your
closet that you haven’t worn in
years? Do you have trinkets on
your shelves that only serve to
collect dust? Use the changing
of the season (and the changing over of your closet!) to
your advantage. Collect good,
reusable items from your
dresser drawers and around
your home that you no longer
need. Donate these items to

Goodwill, Salvation Army, St.
Vincent DePaul or other thrift
stores and charities in our area.
Just call first to be sure they
will accept the items you want
to donate.
If you have a clothing item that
is only slightly worn, such as a
small hole or tear, consider
repairing the item versus buying something new. If we cut

down on the number of things
that we purchase, we help our
pocketbooks and reduce our
waste.
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Broken Cup & Saucer Bird Feeder

Easy Ideas to Reuse or Repurpose Household Items

Painted Can Decorations

Pop Bottle Jet Pack

Kitchen Grater / Earring Holder

Painted Toilet Paper Roll Cats

Painted Foil Pan Treat Server

Kicking the Plastic Straw Habit
The worst thing about plastic straws
is that most of the time, they're not a
choice.

restaurants and share your commitment with others," reads the site.
"Encourage your favorite restaurant
or bar to only provide straws on reLike much of the single-use plastic
quest from the customer and to use
that comes our way, plastic straws
just appear, placed in takeout bags or compostable or reusable options to
appearing in cups of soda, iced tea or the plastic straw. Basically what we
water. And if you pick up plastic on
are asking you to do is DO LESS:
beaches, you know that one of the
less consumption, less waste, less
most common pieces of plastic waste straws. It’s a win-win!"
you'll find is plastic straws. They're
Bars and restaurants can be proaceverywhere. And once they make
their way into the marine ecosystem, tive, too. No Plastic Straw suggests:
they're eaten by fish and birds that
 Provide a straw only when one is
mistake them for food. Straws are
requested
used once — to sip a frosty beverage
 Provide either compostable or
— and then they immediately bereusable straws
come garbage, persisting in the envi
Get rid of straws completely
ronment for decades.
If you find you really like to use a
Summer is the perfect time to think
straw at home, or you want to proabout taking action on this issue,
vide them in your business, there are
since it's the peak time for straw use. two great ways to go. The first, best
A unique and very specific organiza- one is trying a reusable straw, which
tion wants to change the wasteful
can be washed along with dishes.
narrative around plastic straws by
They come in stainless steel or glass
encouraging people to take some
and are stronger than you'd think —
simple steps to keep straws out of
they come in all kinds of sizes and
the waste stream.
some have fun decorations too. You
can find the stainless straws everyThe Last Plastic Straw has a simple
where from Williams Sonoma to
ask:
Bed, Bath, and Beyond, as well as
online.
"Simply request 'no straw' at bars &

Another option is paper straws,
which are disposable and also
sometimes come in lots of pretty
decorative colors and patterns.
With so many option available,
there's no reason to add to the
plastic straw waste problem. So
often with environmental issues,
solutions aren't that simple, but
this is an easy one to support!
Source:
https://www.mnn.com/lifestyle/responsibleliving/blogs/why-you-should-kick-plastic-strawhabit
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